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"INTERPLAY"  

New series of paintings by  
Georgia Nassikas 

 

Opening Reception:  
Friday, December 6, 6-8:30pm 
 

In her upcoming solo exhibit “Interplay,” at Touchstone Gallery from late November until 
late December, artist Georgia Nassikas brings multi-layered textures and shifting light and 
form in an intriguing new series of oil and encaustic paintings.   Georgia explores the 
intersection of the world we see with the abstractions we envision, the interplay of form, 
layer, and color and of tensions created in the expressive process with the aesthetic calm 
she seeks in her finished works.  “In my encaustic paintings, I heat wax from my beehives 
with natural pigments and damar,” Georgia observes, “What I love about this medium is the 
energy involved--the physical process of scraping, layering, and scoring and the artistic 
challenge of refining an image with a hot palette on a hardwood panel.” 
  
The encaustic paintings in this show deconstruct the elemental forms of beehives in playful 
allegories of man and nature.  The oil paintings focus provocatively on the interplay of 
water, land, and a solitary urn, whose shape suggests both mother earth and the female 
form.  Georgia often explores the crossing points of the natural and the manmade, the 
representational and the conceptual, in ways that ask the viewer not only to observe but to 
reflect. 

Raised on the New England coast and 
trained in art and design in Boston and 
Florence, Georgia works out of her studios 
in Virginia and Rhode Island.  2013 
exhibitions include Art Essex Gallery in 
Essex, CT, and as part of the Essex Gallery 
at the coming Red Dot Miami show; the 
Foundry Gallery in Washington, D.C.; the 
Horwitz Center in Columbia, MD; the 

Mitchell Gallery in Annapolis, MD; and the US Embassy in Paramaribo, Suriname, as part 
of the State Department Art in Embassies Program. 
 

Images: “Squares, Violet” encaustic on board 24x24 in. and “Arising” encaustic on board 11x24 in. 
For more information contact Ksenia Grishkova, Director, 202.347.2787 or email info@touchstonegallery.com 

Touchstone Gallery is open Wednesday through Friday 11-6 and Saturday and Sunday from 12-5. 


